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Problem
Given a scene captured by a moving aerial camera

We want to detect the moving objects.

Challenges
Fast Camera Motion, Slow Object Motion
Blurred Frames

Method
Given a sequence of frames

Partition frames into windows

For each window

Generate a graph from KLT Points

Nodes = KLT, Edges = DT

Estimated Camera Motion

RANSAC

KL T Feature Point Trajectories

Delaunay Triangulation

Prune edges to differentiate moving objects

Sum the cumulative sum of distance between KLT and Camera Trajectories

Assign edge weights

Find Threshold

Pruning Threshold chosen by minimum standard deviation

Prune edges

Merge graphs by majority vote

Label Moving Objects if clusters size < N

Done

Results

Scene A
100 Frames

Scene B
350 Frames

Scene C
300 Frames

Baseline - No Overlapping Windows

Full Method - Overlapping Windows

Precision / Recall (%)

68.1 / 29.6
88.9 / 59.7
100 / 48.7
98.5 / 94.2
51.6 / 54.2
64.4 / 98.7
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